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Learning Objectives 

• Learn pros and cons of different document management systems

• Learn how to bring AutoCAD Civil 3D

• Project Lessons Learned 

 

Description 

See how the Project Team is capitalizing on multiple Autodesk, Inc., tools and products 

software, AutoCAD Civil 3D software and Navisworks software 

disciplines on this tunnel extension project in 

 

Your AU Experts 

Aracely Argumaniz began working on the Westside project during the design phase as a designer and 

BIM manager; paving the way for the future of transportation BIM projects.  She 

BIM for over 10 years and has 20 years of 

various transportation agencies in implementing BIM and developing BIM standards

Autodesk Certified Revit instructor and is 

 

Scott O’Brien has worked with Skanska USA Building as well as Skanska Civil for over 7 years leading BIM 

on large projects such as the World Trade Center PATH Hall (NYC) and the New Metlife Stadium (NJ). 

Prior to joining Skanska, Scott worked in the field of architecture utilizing 3D and BIM technologies for 

almost 10 years. 
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cons of different document management systems 

Civil 3D content into Revit 

See how the Project Team is capitalizing on multiple Autodesk, Inc., tools and products 

software and Navisworks software -- to bring together all industry

disciplines on this tunnel extension project in the heart of Los Angeles. 
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BIM manager; paving the way for the future of transportation BIM projects.  She has been working with

10 years and has 20 years of experience in the Architecture industry.  She has 
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instructor and is currently pursuing her Architecture license.  
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on large projects such as the World Trade Center PATH Hall (NYC) and the New Metlife Stadium (NJ). 

orked in the field of architecture utilizing 3D and BIM technologies for 
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See how the Project Team is capitalizing on multiple Autodesk, Inc., tools and products -- such as Revit 

to bring together all industry-specific 

began working on the Westside project during the design phase as a designer and 

has been working with 

industry.  She has assisted 

Aracely is an 

has worked with Skanska USA Building as well as Skanska Civil for over 7 years leading BIM 

on large projects such as the World Trade Center PATH Hall (NYC) and the New Metlife Stadium (NJ). 

orked in the field of architecture utilizing 3D and BIM technologies for 



 

 

Real-time Collaboration on a Mega

Collaborative Environment 

Parsons in collaboration with Skanska

contract documents for the Phase O

known as the “Westside Subway Extension”

Line which includes an interface chamber and three subway stations; La Brea, Fairfax and La Cienega.  

The team is composed of Architects and Engineers; Structures, MEP, Traction Power, Ventilation, Civil, 

Utilities, Communications, Tunneling and Tracks

multiple consultants, with over 100 different designers partaking in the project at one time or another

The complexity of the project and a tight schedule mak

up-to-date design content for everyday consumption by all

 

Level of Development 

Establishing a project workflow is critical on a project of this size and it should be done at the beginning 

of the project and documented in the project BIM Execution Plan (BxP). While one was developed, it 

was more catered to meeting the contractual guid

project by this client, and given the industry known lack of standards for use of BIM on horizontal 

facilities, said guidelines did not get into an in

accustomed to using. That being said, it was a combined goal of the client and project team alike, to 

develop absolutely every element possible to a basic BIM standard and excel to higher standards in as 

many areas as possible. 

Project Success = Effective File/Data Sharing

File sharing across multiple offices and with external subconsultants is actually a strong suit with 

Parsons, who has been very successful on various past mega

is essential to the project being a success (meeting deadlines, collaboration during design, etc).

initial goal on this project was to have a true c

shared between all disciplines, but this proved to be a challenge on a project with over 75 files and 15 

disciplines.  Files from different offices and 

relocations and the design of emergency exits and 

name a few. In attempts to achieve this goal, different systems were evaluated, such as Autodesk’s 

Server tool, Bentley’s ProjectWise and Autodesk Vault
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time Collaboration on a Mega-Project: Fact or Fiction? 

Parsons in collaboration with Skanska-Traylor-Shea (STS), a joint venture, has been developing the 

One Extension of the Los Angeles Metro Purple Line

known as the “Westside Subway Extension”.  This phase is a 4.5 mile extension of the existing 

chamber and three subway stations; La Brea, Fairfax and La Cienega.  

Architects and Engineers; Structures, MEP, Traction Power, Ventilation, Civil, 

Utilities, Communications, Tunneling and Tracks.  Said team also spanned all over the country and across 

, with over 100 different designers partaking in the project at one time or another

and a tight schedule makes it an importance (and challenge

e design content for everyday consumption by all. 

Figure 1: Project Overview 

Establishing a project workflow is critical on a project of this size and it should be done at the beginning 

of the project and documented in the project BIM Execution Plan (BxP). While one was developed, it 

was more catered to meeting the contractual guidelines set forth by the client. Being the first such BIM 

project by this client, and given the industry known lack of standards for use of BIM on horizontal 

facilities, said guidelines did not get into an in-depth LOD definition that pure vertical projects

That being said, it was a combined goal of the client and project team alike, to 

develop absolutely every element possible to a basic BIM standard and excel to higher standards in as 

fective File/Data Sharing 

across multiple offices and with external subconsultants is actually a strong suit with 

Parsons, who has been very successful on various past mega-projects. A seamless process

being a success (meeting deadlines, collaboration during design, etc).

was to have a true collaborative environment where daily updates could be 

but this proved to be a challenge on a project with over 75 files and 15 

offices and softwares are shared to reflect updates in alignments, utility 

relocations and the design of emergency exits and mechanical supply/exhaust (appendages)., just to 

name a few. In attempts to achieve this goal, different systems were evaluated, such as Autodesk’s 

and Autodesk Vault.   
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mile extension of the existing Purple 

chamber and three subway stations; La Brea, Fairfax and La Cienega.  

Architects and Engineers; Structures, MEP, Traction Power, Ventilation, Civil, 

panned all over the country and across 

, with over 100 different designers partaking in the project at one time or another.  

challenge) to maintain 

 

Establishing a project workflow is critical on a project of this size and it should be done at the beginning 

of the project and documented in the project BIM Execution Plan (BxP). While one was developed, it 

elines set forth by the client. Being the first such BIM 

project by this client, and given the industry known lack of standards for use of BIM on horizontal 

depth LOD definition that pure vertical projects may be 

That being said, it was a combined goal of the client and project team alike, to 

develop absolutely every element possible to a basic BIM standard and excel to higher standards in as 

across multiple offices and with external subconsultants is actually a strong suit with 

process and workflow 

being a success (meeting deadlines, collaboration during design, etc). The 

ollaborative environment where daily updates could be 

but this proved to be a challenge on a project with over 75 files and 15 

shared to reflect updates in alignments, utility 

st (appendages)., just to 

name a few. In attempts to achieve this goal, different systems were evaluated, such as Autodesk’s Revit 



 

 

Revit Specific Data Sharing

Previous use of Revit between multiple o

across network servers was not going to w

mind, the implementation of 

the course of the last 10 months, the project team has become well versed in both the pros and 

cons of RS. In general, it definitely eases the efforts involved with 

house offices across the country

presentation, but this sharing was not without hiccups, as occasionally files had to be saved 

down locally an re-imported to set the master file

hosts workshared Revit models, no Families

model, therefore, the project was unable to have external consultants work r

same data set without exposing a potential security breach.

does not actually have an incurred cost to utilize

relatively painless in setting up.

 

All Other Content Data Sharing

Both Bentley ProjectWise and Autodesk Vault 

systems that adequately share information of multiple software types across different offices 

and to outside consultants,

software where up to date information

real time.  This proved to be a goal which 

Bentley ProjectWise (PW) can host 

Revit, but not with Revit Server

PW requires Revit users to drastically c

Revit users.  On the horizontal side, working with 

shows a lot of promise and does not really require different user workflows, but unfortunately 

there are still some kinks to be worked out as 

shortcuts losing links and lo

Autodesk Vault is compatible with many platforms

Civil 3D, AutoCAD and Navisworks. There were hopes that the use of Vault in conjunction with 

Revit Server would provide solutions to the 

Unfortunately, external consultants 

advantage of directly linking 

central models detached from central 

also be automatically updated when changes occur. Likewise, internal designers on the RS can 

not simply link Revit models that externals want to place up onto Vault. In essence, because the 

team has both RS and non-RS users, the best Vault can provide is more or less a middle

FTP of sorts.  
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pecific Data Sharing 

it between multiple offices provided a clear vision that simply sharing files 

across network servers was not going to work on this project. With real-time collaboration in 

mind, the implementation of Revit Server (RS) was introduced at the onset of the project. Over 

of the last 10 months, the project team has become well versed in both the pros and 

cons of RS. In general, it definitely eases the efforts involved with sharing files with other in

house offices across the country. The way it does so will not be covered in the scope of this 

presentation, but this sharing was not without hiccups, as occasionally files had to be saved 

imported to set the master file straight again. It should be noted that RS only 

models, no Families, CAD links, etc. RS also does not have a security 

model, therefore, the project was unable to have external consultants work real

same data set without exposing a potential security breach. It is worthy to note that Revit Server 

ually have an incurred cost to utilize- there is no additional licensing required and is 

relatively painless in setting up. 

All Other Content Data Sharing 

and Autodesk Vault are well respected document management 

uately share information of multiple software types across different offices 

, but each has its limitations.  The goal was to use a true collaborative 

software where up to date information, across disciplines using different softw

proved to be a goal which at this time was not achievable, for different reasons.

can host any file type and provides integration with both 

but not with Revit Server (or Navisworks). Using a fully integrated Revit workflow within 

requires Revit users to drastically change their standard workflow which frustrates expert 

On the horizontal side, working with Civil 3D in a fully integrated PW environment 

shows a lot of promise and does not really require different user workflows, but unfortunately 

there are still some kinks to be worked out as users experienced some issues, such as 

loss of connectivity to PW in the middle of some operations, etc

is compatible with many platforms, especially fellow Autodesk products

Civil 3D, AutoCAD and Navisworks. There were hopes that the use of Vault in conjunction with 

would provide solutions to the previously mentioned drawbacks of RS. 

Unfortunately, external consultants can not access RS and because of such, can not take 

directly linking the central models that are painlessly “vaulted” (worksh

central models detached from central then placed into Vault) from RS into Vault which would 

also be automatically updated when changes occur. Likewise, internal designers on the RS can 

Revit models that externals want to place up onto Vault. In essence, because the 

RS users, the best Vault can provide is more or less a middle
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files with other in-
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presentation, but this sharing was not without hiccups, as occasionally files had to be saved 
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. Using a fully integrated Revit workflow within 

workflow which frustrates expert 

in a fully integrated PW environment 

shows a lot of promise and does not really require different user workflows, but unfortunately 

some issues, such as data 

some operations, etc.   

, especially fellow Autodesk products Revit, 

Civil 3D, AutoCAD and Navisworks. There were hopes that the use of Vault in conjunction with 

mentioned drawbacks of RS. 

not access RS and because of such, can not take 

painlessly “vaulted” (workshared 

into Vault which would 

also be automatically updated when changes occur. Likewise, internal designers on the RS can 

Revit models that externals want to place up onto Vault. In essence, because the 

RS users, the best Vault can provide is more or less a middle-ground, 



 

 

Outcome 

While Vault can potentially provide smoother interaction between Autodesk software, such as 

DWGs from AutoCAD or Civil 3D, Revit and Navisworks, beca

the project is generated from Revit, such benefits did not appear as apparent. 

constraints and progress that had been made on the project, since it was initially setup and had 

been performing well enough to p

ProjectWise. To clarify, PW 

weekly basis, up/downloads files

potential use of Vault on similar 

further benefits to be had in doing so

 

Software used 

The following is the breakdown of the software’s used on the project

Discipline 

Architecture 

Structures 

Mech, Plumb, Electrical 

Communications 

Duct Bank 

Ventilation 

Traction Power 

Fire Protection 

Landscape 

Civil/Road Improvements 

Utilities 

Tunneling 

Tracks 

 

** At this time the fire protection sub do

the BIM Team imports the model into Revit for c
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While Vault can potentially provide smoother interaction between Autodesk software, such as 

DWGs from AutoCAD or Civil 3D, Revit and Navisworks, because the vast majority of content on 

the project is generated from Revit, such benefits did not appear as apparent. 

progress that had been made on the project, since it was initially setup and had 

been performing well enough to proceed, the decision was made to keep the use of 

PW is used more or less as a glorified FTP site where the 

/downloads files.  There are plans to continue investigation towards the 

Vault on similar future projects as there appear to be enough reason and 

further benefits to be had in doing so. 

The following is the breakdown of the software’s used on the project 

Software Version 

Autodesk Revit 2015 

Autodesk Revit 2015 

Autodesk Revit 2015 

Autodesk Revit 2015 

Autodesk Revit 2015 

Autodesk Revit 2015 

Autodesk Revit 2015 

AutoSPRINK** 2015 

Autodesk AutoCAD 2015 

 Autodesk Civil 3D 2015 

Autodesk Civil 3D 2015 

Autodesk Civil 3D 2015 

Autodesk Civil 3D 2015 

** At this time the fire protection sub does not use Revit.  They export the files to an “.mrv

the BIM Team imports the model into Revit for coordination. 
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While Vault can potentially provide smoother interaction between Autodesk software, such as 

use the vast majority of content on 

the project is generated from Revit, such benefits did not appear as apparent. Due to time 

progress that had been made on the project, since it was initially setup and had 

roceed, the decision was made to keep the use of 

where the teams, on a 

towards the 

as there appear to be enough reason and 

.mrv” format and 



 

 

The file sharing structure is graphically displayed with the following images

Figure 2: File types linked into Revit and 

Figure: File types used for Navi
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The file sharing structure is graphically displayed with the following images: 

       

Figure 2: File types linked into Revit and Civil 3D 

            

: File types used for Navisworks and to host on ProjectWise 
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Utilize Corridor Solids and Pipe Networks in Revit

Collaboration Between Different Authoring Tools

The fully interactive collaboration the project was hoping to attain included the goal 

Links into Revit directly from the working Civil 3D design files, that of both Corridor objects for the 

tunnel as well as Pipe Networks of all dry & wet utilities along the road corridor above. The first issue 

encountered was the need to run through a separate “extraction” process to get the tun

as a solid in a CAD file, which requires 

a special operation was needed to rotate to an isometric 3D view then perform a “export to AutoCAD”. 

Just recently we also made aware of a new tool in the 

Solids from Pipe Networks. Regardless of which of the aforementioned efforts occurs, the result is a 

static output of a design at that given moment in time, not the dynamic collaboration desired by the 

project. 

 

Figure

 

Civil 3D Content in Revit 

Once the Civil 3D content has been extracted into a 3D DWG, what is to be done next with said content 

presents a challenge. Linking a CAD file is pretty straightforward if it only contains 2D information.  The 

challenge comes when the link includ

in various 3D views. However, when a section is cut through a 3D solid, due to it not having a Revit 

category, the information displayed is not 100% correct (the resulting section grap

know how to handle the theory of the solid going in/out of the page from the given “slice”).
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Corridor Solids and Pipe Networks in Revit  

Different Authoring Tools 

The fully interactive collaboration the project was hoping to attain included the goal of creating CAD 

Links into Revit directly from the working Civil 3D design files, that of both Corridor objects for the 

tunnel as well as Pipe Networks of all dry & wet utilities along the road corridor above. The first issue 

n through a separate “extraction” process to get the tun

as a solid in a CAD file, which requires use of the tool Extract Corridor Solids. Likewise for the utility files, 

a special operation was needed to rotate to an isometric 3D view then perform a “export to AutoCAD”. 

Just recently we also made aware of a new tool in the Civil 3D 2015 Productivity Pack 1 

Regardless of which of the aforementioned efforts occurs, the result is a 

static output of a design at that given moment in time, not the dynamic collaboration desired by the 

Figure: Bottom view of Utilities with Station 

Once the Civil 3D content has been extracted into a 3D DWG, what is to be done next with said content 

presents a challenge. Linking a CAD file is pretty straightforward if it only contains 2D information.  The 

challenge comes when the link includes 3D solids.  Solids will link into Revit, and actually look very good 

in various 3D views. However, when a section is cut through a 3D solid, due to it not having a Revit 

category, the information displayed is not 100% correct (the resulting section graphics do not appear to 

know how to handle the theory of the solid going in/out of the page from the given “slice”).
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of creating CAD 

Links into Revit directly from the working Civil 3D design files, that of both Corridor objects for the 

tunnel as well as Pipe Networks of all dry & wet utilities along the road corridor above. The first issue 

n through a separate “extraction” process to get the tunnel object out 

Likewise for the utility files, 

a special operation was needed to rotate to an isometric 3D view then perform a “export to AutoCAD”.  

tivity Pack 1 to Create 3D 

Regardless of which of the aforementioned efforts occurs, the result is a 

static output of a design at that given moment in time, not the dynamic collaboration desired by the 

 

Once the Civil 3D content has been extracted into a 3D DWG, what is to be done next with said content 

presents a challenge. Linking a CAD file is pretty straightforward if it only contains 2D information.  The 

es 3D solids.  Solids will link into Revit, and actually look very good 

in various 3D views. However, when a section is cut through a 3D solid, due to it not having a Revit 

hics do not appear to 

know how to handle the theory of the solid going in/out of the page from the given “slice”). 



 

 

Figure: Image on left is the 3d solid tunnel in Revit, the image on the right is the tunnel in Civil 3D

Pipe Network Issues 

As mentioned previously, Autodesk suggested 

utilize the Create 3D Solids from Pipe Netw

converting Pipe Networks to 3

the pipes were being converted

The next option was to convert the obj

your mesh settings before you convert any object 

which are so triangulated that they look like a freshly sharpened pencil.

“meshoptions’ at the command line

mesh distance to 0.0010 units.

Figure: The left image is a file brought into Revit before adjusting the mesh settings.  The image 

on the right was brought into Revit after adjusting the mesh options.
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Figure: Image on left is the 3d solid tunnel in Revit, the image on the right is the tunnel in Civil 3D

Autodesk suggested the use of Civil 3D 2015 Productivity Pack 1

Create 3D Solids from Pipe Networks tool. Unfortunately, after multiple attempts 

to 3D solids and linking the files into Revit, it was observed that 

converted and loss of important information was occurring

The next option was to convert the objects into meshes.  It’s important to make sure

your mesh settings before you convert any object to a mesh or else you will end up with pipes 

which are so triangulated that they look like a freshly sharpened pencil.  In Civil 3D

at the command line.  Change the Mesh type to MOSTLY QUADS and set the 

mesh distance to 0.0010 units. 

    

Figure: The left image is a file brought into Revit before adjusting the mesh settings.  The image 

on the right was brought into Revit after adjusting the mesh options.
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Figure: Image on left is the 3d solid tunnel in Revit, the image on the right is the tunnel in Civil 3D 

Productivity Pack 1 to 

multiple attempts 

, it was observed that not all 

was occurring. 

make sure you adjust 

to a mesh or else you will end up with pipes 

Civil 3D  type 

Change the Mesh type to MOSTLY QUADS and set the 

 

Figure: The left image is a file brought into Revit before adjusting the mesh settings.  The image 

on the right was brought into Revit after adjusting the mesh options. 



 

 

Figure: Left image, OOTB.  

Importing vs Linking 

While linking of content is the preferred method (in hopes of easily updating drawings as design 

progresses), it was determined that the Civil 3D content would need to be actually brought in and 

imported into Revit.  Instead of linking 

into multiple families.  While this will resolve the previously mentioned section cut issues, this workflow 

presents its own downfalls. For one, the Civil 3D content that was geospatially located correctly, will lose 

its coordinates once imported into 

such that once it has been turned into a family, that family can be again correctly placed from a 

geospatial perspective.   

The benefit of this effort is the end product of the section graphics created from the family content.

 

Figure: The utilities on the left were linked into the 

section depth.  The utilities on the next image were linked into a generic family and then loaded into the 

project 
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Left image, OOTB.  The image on the right has the correct Mesh setti

While linking of content is the preferred method (in hopes of easily updating drawings as design 

progresses), it was determined that the Civil 3D content would need to be actually brought in and 

.  Instead of linking DWG files directly into the Revit project, content can be imported 

While this will resolve the previously mentioned section cut issues, this workflow 

presents its own downfalls. For one, the Civil 3D content that was geospatially located correctly, will lose 

once imported into a family. Thus, the imported content must contain “reference points” 

such that once it has been turned into a family, that family can be again correctly placed from a 

The benefit of this effort is the end product of the section graphics created from the family content.

    

 

Figure: The utilities on the left were linked into the model; the section cut shows utilities beyond the

section depth.  The utilities on the next image were linked into a generic family and then loaded into the 

 displaying the proper section information. 
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The image on the right has the correct Mesh settings. 

While linking of content is the preferred method (in hopes of easily updating drawings as design 

progresses), it was determined that the Civil 3D content would need to be actually brought in and 

, content can be imported 

While this will resolve the previously mentioned section cut issues, this workflow 

presents its own downfalls. For one, the Civil 3D content that was geospatially located correctly, will lose 

content must contain “reference points” 

such that once it has been turned into a family, that family can be again correctly placed from a 

The benefit of this effort is the end product of the section graphics created from the family content. 

 

the section cut shows utilities beyond the 

section depth.  The utilities on the next image were linked into a generic family and then loaded into the 



 

 

Project Lessons Learned 

Overview of the issues we came acro

Working on a horizontal project with tools designed for vertical construction came with some 

challenges, but nothing which we were not able to overcome

we came across when working on the project:

Coordinates 

Revit at this time does not handle la

alignment.  To bypass the coordinate problem we broke the project down into individual station 

files with their own local coordinates.  It’s best to use a predefined bench mark in close 

proximity to the location of the station.  This will ensure that you don’t experience graphic 

problems in Revit. 

CAD links 

Establish a common insertion point for your CAD links.  If you can, use the bench mark used for 

the coordinates as your insertion point.  Keep this in

for the particular station.  

Clean up your CAD files as much as possible before you bring them into Revit.  Whenever 

possible copy/trace the information into Revit.  Some types of CAD files tend to randomly ro

on you when they are in Rev

File Permissions 

When working with shared coordinates it is very easy to check out the ‘Project Information’ 

workset of linked Revit files.  Even if you never open a file from a different di

unintentionally check out that workset.  You can easily get around this by asking your IT to 

restrict users access to files.  

Permissions groups are not allowed when working with Revit Server

to manage 75 files.  Your only option is to buy pricey software which will give you the capability 

to restrict the rights of team members.  Or you can 

File size 

Monitor your files and have the discipline leads purge unused famile

schedule.  Inflated files slow down

Civil 3D files tend to become bloated very quickly.  Autodesk recommends purging your files 

from blocks and most importantly unused scale sizes.

 

We were able to properly use BIM and coordinate the design once we developed workflows to 

overcome these challenges.   
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Overview of the issues we came across 

with tools designed for vertical construction came with some 

challenges, but nothing which we were not able to overcome.  The following are additional items which 

we came across when working on the project: 

Revit at this time does not handle large coordinates as those used to establish the track 

alignment.  To bypass the coordinate problem we broke the project down into individual station 

files with their own local coordinates.  It’s best to use a predefined bench mark in close 

location of the station.  This will ensure that you don’t experience graphic 

Establish a common insertion point for your CAD links.  If you can, use the bench mark used for 

the coordinates as your insertion point.  Keep this insertion point consistent for all the CAD files 

 

Clean up your CAD files as much as possible before you bring them into Revit.  Whenever 

possible copy/trace the information into Revit.  Some types of CAD files tend to randomly ro

on you when they are in Revit, even if you have them pinned. 

When working with shared coordinates it is very easy to check out the ‘Project Information’ 

workset of linked Revit files.  Even if you never open a file from a different discipline you can 

unintentionally check out that workset.  You can easily get around this by asking your IT to 

files.   

Permissions groups are not allowed when working with Revit Server which makes it a nightmare 

Your only option is to buy pricey software which will give you the capability 

to restrict the rights of team members.  Or you can disable the ‘Select link’ feature from Revit.

Monitor your files and have the discipline leads purge unused familes and views on a set 

slow down project performance. 

Civil 3D files tend to become bloated very quickly.  Autodesk recommends purging your files 

from blocks and most importantly unused scale sizes. 

ly use BIM and coordinate the design once we developed workflows to 
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with tools designed for vertical construction came with some 

.  The following are additional items which 

rge coordinates as those used to establish the track 

alignment.  To bypass the coordinate problem we broke the project down into individual station 

files with their own local coordinates.  It’s best to use a predefined bench mark in close 

location of the station.  This will ensure that you don’t experience graphic 

Establish a common insertion point for your CAD links.  If you can, use the bench mark used for 

sertion point consistent for all the CAD files 

Clean up your CAD files as much as possible before you bring them into Revit.  Whenever 

possible copy/trace the information into Revit.  Some types of CAD files tend to randomly rotate 

When working with shared coordinates it is very easy to check out the ‘Project Information’ 

scipline you can 

unintentionally check out that workset.  You can easily get around this by asking your IT to 

which makes it a nightmare 

Your only option is to buy pricey software which will give you the capability 

feature from Revit. 

s and views on a set 

Civil 3D files tend to become bloated very quickly.  Autodesk recommends purging your files 

ly use BIM and coordinate the design once we developed workflows to 


